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We love technology ❤ 



Kongres Next.js conference gathers over 300 professionals, 
including front-end and back-end developers, passionate about 
the modern JavaScript ecosystem. 

 

Kongres Next.js takes place on February 2 in Warsaw (Poland) 
in „Kino Luna” (ul. Marszałkowska 28). 

Kongres Next.js 



We're a group of passionate full-stack developers 
renowned in the JavaScript community. 

Who are we? 

Aleksandra Sikora
www.aleksandra.codes

Michał Miszczyszyn
typeofweb.com

Jakub „Zaiste” Neander
zaiste.net

http://www.aleksandra.codes
https://typeofweb.com
https://zaiste.net


Forge a strategic alliance with Kongres Next.js and elevate your brand alongside 
prominent industry figures! 
 

➔ Seize the opportunity to interact with a diverse audience of over 300 professionals 
during our job fair. 
 

➔ Connect with passionate JavaScript enthusiasts across Europe. 
 

➔ Showcase your brand at one of few post-pandemic in-person web technology events. 
 

➔ Propel your products and ideas into the spotlight, captivating both conference 
attendees and our vibrant community. 

Why sponsor Kongres Next.js? 



The conference presents a fantastic chance to enhance 
your employer brand visibility and connect with 
top-tier web development professionals across Europe. 

Why sponsor Kongres Next.js? 



⭐ Main Sponsor 
(only 1 available) 
11,000 PLN  ≈ €2560 EUR 

 

🖇 Silver Sponsor 
(only 5 available) 
5,000 PLN  ≈ €1165 EUR 

Sponsorship packages 
🎉 After-party Sponsor 
(only 1 available) 
8,000 PLN  ≈ €1860 EUR 

 

🎗 Supporting sponsor 
(only 10 available) 
1,000 PLN  ≈ €235 EUR 

Looking for something unique or have specific requirements? 
Let us create a personalized offer tailored to your company's needs. 
Connect with us at: sponsors@kongresnextjs.pl  All prices are NET (+ 23% VAT) 



Sponsorship packages 

sponsors@kongresnextjs.pl 

🎗 Supporting 
Sponsor

🖇 Silver
Sponsor

🎉 After-party
Sponsor

⭐ Main
Sponsor

Conference tickets included 1 2 4 4

Your logo on our website ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Your logo on the video recordings ❌ ✅ ✅ ✅

Booth at the conference venue: job fair ❌ ✅ ✅ ✅

Rollup on the stage (captured on video recordings) ❌ ❌ ✅ ✅

Company logo on the badges ❌ ❌ ❌ ✅

Company logo in the agenda ("After party by …") ❌ ❌ ✅ ❌

Leaflets, email marketing, swag, barista,
chillout zone… you name it! Let's talk Let's talk Let's talk Let's talk



email: sponsors@kongresnextjs.pl 

Let's talk! 

mailto:sponsors@kongresnextjs.pl

